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DEGREE BOUNDS ON HOMOLOGY AND A CONJECTURE OF
DERKSEN
MARC CHARDIN AND PETER SYMONDS
Abstract. Harm Derksen made a conjecture concerning degree bounds for the syzygies of
rings of polynomial invariants in the non-modular case [7]. We provide counterexamples to
this conjecture, but also prove a slightly weakened version.
We also prove some general results that give degree bounds on the homology of complexes
and of Tor groups.
1. Introduction
Let G be a finite group and V a finite dimensional representation of G over a field k. Let
B = k[V ], graded with V in degree 1, and let R = BG. In characteristic 0, it was shown by
Noether that R is generated in degrees at most |G|. This is also true whenever char k does
not divide |G|, as was shown more recently by Fleischmann [9], Fogarty [10] and Derksen
and Sidman [8]. We refer to this as the non-modular case.
Let I be the ideal in B generated by R+ and let τG(V ) be the smallest positive degree i
in which Ii = Bi, in other words τG(V ) = end(B/I) + 1. The proofs mentioned above also
show that τG(V ) ≤ |G| in the non-modular case. In fact, it was shown by Broer [3, Lemma
6] that this inequality holds in general provided we assume that the inclusion of R in B is
split as a map of R-modules.
Let f1, · · · , fr be a minimal set of generators for R and let S = k[x1, . . . , xr] be a polyno-
mial ring with deg xi = deg fi. There is a natural surjection S ։ R given by xi 7→ fi. For
any S-module M , let tSi (M) = endTor
S
i (M, k); this is equal to the largest degree of a basis
element of the ith term in the minimal free resolution of M over S.
Conjecture 1.1 (Derksen [7]). In the non-modular case, tSi (R) ≤ (i+1)τG(V ) ≤ (i+1)|G|.
Derksen proved the case i = 1. Recently, Snowden [11] showed that tSi (R) ≤ i|G|
3.
In Section 3 we will show that the Veronese subrings form a collection of counterexamples
with τG(V ) = |G|.
However, we do have a positive result that is close to the original conjecture.
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Theorem 1.2. In the non-modular case, or whenever R := BG →֒ B is split over BG,
tSi (R) ≤ (i+ 1)τG(V ) + i− 1 ≤ (i+ 1)|G|+ i− 1.
If, furthermore, tS1 (I) ≤ τG(V ), then
tSi (R) ≤ (i+ 1)τG(V )− 1 ≤ (i+ 1)|G| − 1.
We also have the following result.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that BG →֒ B is split over BG and write R := BG. Then tR0 (k) = 0,
tR1 (k) ≤ τG(V ) and t
R
i (k) ≤ τG(V )i+ i− 2 for i ≥ 2.
If tB1 (I) ≤ τG(V ) then t
R
i (k) ≤ τG(V )i− 1 for i ≥ 2.
In sections 4 and 5, we present two different approaches to obtaining general results that
give degree bounds on homology groups; these both yield Theorem 1.2 as a special case. We
hope that these results will be of more general interest. Indeed, the subject of degree bounds
has been explored by many authors. Particularly relevant here is the work of Bruns, Conca
and Ro¨mer [4, 5], but there is a great deal more interesting work, e.g. [1, 2, 6].
2. Preliminaries
We work over a base field k. All modules and rings are Z-graded, ideals and elements
are assumed to be homogeneous and homomorphisms preserve degree. All rings are non-
negatively graded noetherian k-algebras with just k in degree 0. A module is said to be
bounded below if it is 0 in large negative degrees. The ideal of elements of positive degree
in a ring A is denoted by A+ or m.
The end of a module is the largest degree in which it is not 0. This takes the value
∞ if the degree is not bounded and −∞ if the module is 0. It has the property that
end(M ⊗k N) = endM + endN always, provided we adopt the rather strange convention
that ∞−∞ = −∞. All statements of our results are valid in the generality given if this is
understood, although they might be trivial in extreme cases.
Given a ring A and an A-moduleM , we define tAi (M) := endTor
A
i (M, k). IfM is bounded
below then it has a minimal free resolution and tAi (M) is equal to the top degree of a basis
element of the ith term.
We say that an inclusion of rings A →֒ B is split if it is split as a homomorphism of A-
modules. If a finite group acts on B and A = BG then the inclusion is split by the Reynolds
operator b 7→ 1
|G|
∑
g∈G gb, provided that char k does not divide the order of G.
In the modular case, let P denote a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then the inclusion BG →֒ BP
is split by b 7→ 1
|G/P |
∑
g∈G/P gb. It follows that B
G →֒ B is split if BP →֒ B is split. Thus
a sufficient condition for BG →֒ B to be split is that BP be polynomial. In fact, it is a
conjecture that this condition is necessary for BP →֒ B to be split [3].
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In the context of Derksen’s conjecture, we will always assume that the inclusion R =
BG →֒ B is split. It follows that tSi (R) ≤ t
S
i (B); all our bounds on t
S
i (R) will be found as
bounds on tSi (B).
In the construction of the ring S in Derksen’s conjecture, it is the bound on the degrees
of the generators that is important, not the linear independence of their images in R. In this
connection, the following lemma will be useful.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that the ring B is standard graded, C is a subring and the inclusion
is split over C; set I := C+B. Given any set of generators of C, the subset consisting of
those elements of degree at most end(B/I) + 1 also generates C. In particular, a minimal
set of generators has elements of degree at most end(B/I) + 1.
If tB1 (I) ≤ end(B/I) + 1, B is an integral domain and dimB ≥ 2, then the subset of
elements of degree at most end(B/I) generates C.
Proof. Let J < B be the ideal generated by the elements of the generating set of degree at
most e + 1, where e = end(B/I). We know that tB0 (I) = t
B
1 (B/I) ≤ reg(B/I) + 1 ≤ e + 1
and Ir = Jr for r ≤ e + 1; thus I = J . Applying the splitting map from B to C yields the
result.
For the second part, note that we must have tB0 (I) ≤ e. This is because it is well known
and easy to show that if tB1 (I) ≤ t
B
0 (I) and B is an integral domain then I must be principal;
thus end(B/I) <∞ entails dimB ≤ 1. The rest of the proof proceeds as before. 
3. Veronese Subrings
Let Qn = k[x1, . . . , xn], with the xi in degree 1. Given m ∈ N, the mth Veronese subring
is V n,m = ⊕iQ
n
im.
Let G be a cyclic group of order m with generator g. Suppose that w ∈ k is a primitive
mth root of unity and let G act on Q by gxi = wxi. Then (Q
n)G = V n,m. Thus, as long as k
contains a primitive mth root of unity, V n,m is a ring of invariants, and the map V n,m →֒ Qn
is split, for degree reasons.
Let P n,m = k[xm1 , . . . , x
m
n ] and S
n,m = k[Qnm]. Then there is a natural surjection S
n,m
։
V n,m and Qn is free over P n,m with basis the monomials xi11 , · · · , x
in
n , 0 ≤ ij ≤ m− 1. Thus
V n,m is free over P n,m with basis the subset of these monomials with i1 + · · ·+ in divisible
by m. The highest degree of such a monomial is nm− ⌈ n
m
⌉m. Now let V¯ n,m, P¯ n,m and S¯n,m
be V n,m, P n,m and Sn,m with the degrees divided by m; thus P¯ n,m is standard graded and
V¯ n,m is free over P¯ n,m with the highest degree of a basis element being n− ⌈ n
m
⌉.
It follows that reg V¯ n,m = n−⌈ n
m
⌉. But, working over S¯n,m, reg V¯ n,m = maxi{t
S¯n,m
i (V¯
n,m)−
i}. It follows that there is an i such that tS¯
n,m
i (V¯
n,m)− i = n−⌈ n
m
⌉. Multiplying all degrees
by m, we see that tS
n,m
i (V
n,m)− im = nm− ⌈ n
m
⌉m.
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Derksen’s conjecture predicts that tS
n,m
i (V
n,m) ≤ (i + 1)m, so there is a contradiction if
n− ⌈ n
m
⌉ > 1. This happens if n = 3 and m ≥ 3 or n ≥ 4 and m 6= 1.
That Veronese subrings give counterexamples can also be deduced from [4, Corollary 4.2].
4. General Bounds for Complexes
The next lemma is a standard consequence of local duality when B is a polynomial ring.
Lemma 4.1. Let B be a k-algebra and let M and N be two B-modules such that N is
bounded below. Suppose that dimTorBi (M,N) ≤ 1 for i ≥ 1. Then
max{endH0
m
(TorBi (M,N)), endH
1
m
(TorBi+1(M,N))} ≤ max
0≤j≤dimM
{endHj
m
(M) + tBi+j(N)}.
Proof. Let C be the Cˇech complex on a homogeneous system of parameters of B and let F be
a minimal free resolution of N (this is where we require N to be bounded below). Consider
the double complex Y = C ⊗ F ⊗M , where Yp,q = C
−p ⊗B Fq ⊗B M , and its associated
spectral sequences.
We have IE1p,q
∼= TorBq (N,C
−p ⊗B M) ∼= Tor
B
q (N,M) ⊗B C
−p, since C−p is flat; thus
IE2p,q
∼= H−p
m
(TorBq (N,M)). The hypothesis that dimTor
B
i (M,N) ≤ 1 for i ≥ 1 implies
that IE2p,q = 0 if q 6= 0 and p 6= 0,−1. The spectral sequence collapses and we obtain
Hi(Tot Y ) ∼= H
0
m
TorBi (N,M)⊕H
1
m
TorBi+1(N,M) as k-modules for i ≥ −1.
But IIE1p,q
∼= H−q
m
(Fp ⊗B M) ∼= H
−q
m
(M) ⊗B Fp, since Fp is flat. Because F• is minimal,
we know that the top degree of a basis element of Fp is t
B
p (N); hence end(H
−q
m
(M)⊗B Fp) ≤
endH−q
m
(M) + tBp (N).
Thus endHi(TotY ) ≤ maxp+q=i{endH
−q
m
(M) + tBp (N)}. 
Given a complex L, we set Hi := Hi(L) and Zi := ker(di : Li → Li−1).
Proposition 4.2. Let L be a complex of B-modules and set cji (L) = maxk≥0{endH
j−k
m
(Li−k)}
and dimB = n. Then, for any i ∈ Z,
regZi ≤ max
2−k≤j≤n
{endHk
m
(Hi+1−j−k) + j, c
j
i (L) + j}.
If I < B is an ideal such that dimB/I ≤ 1 and IHi = 0, then
endH0
m
(Hi) ≤ max{{max{endH
k
m
(Hi+1−j−k), c
j
i (L)} + t
B
j (B/I)}2≤j+k, endH
1
m
(Li+1 ⊗B/I)}
endH1
m
(Hi) ≤ max
2≤j+k
{max{endHk
m
(Hi+1−j−k), c
j
i (L)}+ t
B
j−1(B/I)}.
In particular, if Hj is m-torsion for i−n+1 ≤ j ≤ i−1 and depthLi−k ≥ min{n+1−k, n}
for k ≥ 0, then
regZi ≤ max{{end(Hi−j+1) + j}2≤j≤n, endH
n
m
(Li) + n}.
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If, in addition, dimB/I = 0 and IHi = 0, then
endHi ≤ max{{end(Hi−j+1) + t
B
j (B/I)}2≤j≤n, endH
n
m
(Li) + t
B
n (B/I)}.
If the modules are not finitely generated then their depth is defined in terms of local
cohomology.
Proof. Let L(i) be the truncated complex 0→ Zi → Li → Li−1 → · · · . Note that Hj(L
(i)) is
equal to Hj if j ≤ i− 1 and 0 otherwise.
Let C be the Cˇech complex on a homogeneous system of parameters of B. Consider
the double complex X = C ⊗ L(i), where Xp,q = C
−q ⊗B L
(i)
p , and its associated spectral
sequences.
We have IE1p,q
∼= C−p ⊗B Hq(L
(i)), since C−p is flat; hence IE2p,q
∼= H−p
m
(Hq) if q ≤ i − 1
and is zero otherwise. Thus endHj(TotX) ≤ maxq−p=j, q≤i−1{endH
−p
m
(Hq)}.
Also IIE1p,q
∼= H−q
m
(L
(i)
p ) ∼=


H−q
m
(Lp) if p ≤ i
H−q
m
(Zi) if p = i+ 1
0 otherwise.
Now end IIE1p,q is bounded by the largest of end
IIE∞p,q and the ends of the terms to
which it is connected by a differential on some page. There is no incoming differential
reaching a module IIEri+1,q, r ≥ 1, and the outgoing one lands in
IIEri−r+1,q+r−1, where
end IIEri−r+1,q+r−1 ≤ end
IIE1i−r+1,q+r−1 = endH
q+r−1
m
(Li−r+1) ≤ c
q
i (L). Since endH
j
m
(Zi) =
end IIE1i+1,−j, it is bounded by the larger of endHi+1−j(TotX) and c
j
i (L).
Putting this together and using the hypothesis dimB/I ≤ 1, we obtain endHj
m
(Zi) ≤
max{{endH−p
m
(Hi+1−j+p)}p≤j−2, c
j
i (L)}.
The first formula for regZi follows immediately from the definition of regularity.
Because IHi = 0, multiplication gives a surjection Zi ⊗B B/I ։ Hi. If dimB/I = 0 it
follows that endHi ≤ endZi⊗BB/I. Otherwise, there is a an exact sequence of B/I-modules
0→ K → Li+1⊗B/I → Zi⊗B/I → Hi → 0 for some moduleK. Splitting this into two short
exact sequences and using the long exact sequence in local cohomology and the hypothesis
that dimB/I ≤ 1 yields endH0
m
(Hi) ≤ max{endH
0(Zi ⊗ B/I), endH
1
m
(Li+1 ⊗ B/I)} and
endH1
m
(Hi) ≤ endH
1
m
(Zi ⊗ B/I). The local cohomology of the tensor product can be
estimated using Lemma 4.1, which yields the next pair of formulas.
The last part follows because the conditions on depthLi−k force c
j
i (L) = −∞ for j ≤ n−1
and cni (L) = endH
n
m
(Li). 
For I < B, set
Tj(I) := max{t
B
i1(I) + · · ·+ t
B
ir(I) | i1 > 0, . . . , ir > 0, i1 + · · ·+ ir = j}.
when j > 0 and Tj(I) := −∞ for j ≤ 0.
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Theorem 4.3. Let L be a complex of B-modules and i an integer such that the Lj for j ≤ i
have depth n = dimB and are bounded below. Suppose that I < B is an ideal such that
dimB/I = 0, IHj = 0 for j ≤ i and that Hj = 0 for j << 0. Then,
endHi ≤ max
j<i
{endHn
m
(Lj) + Ti−j(I)}+ t
B
n (B/I).
Proof. This is a straightforward induction on i using Proposition 4.2. We start at some i
such that Hj = 0 for j ≤ i and use the fact that, by design, Tj+k(I) ≥ Tj(I)+ t
B
k+1(B/I). 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that B is a standard graded polynomial ring and I < B. Then
(1) Ti(I) ≤ (endB/I + 2)i and
(2) if tB1 (I) ≤ endB/I + 1 then Ti(I) ≤ (endB/I + 1)i.
Proof. Calculating TorBi (B/I, k) using the standard Koszul complex forB shows that t
B
i (B/I) ≤
i+ endB/I, so tBi (I) ≤ i+ 1 + endB/I. The result now follows from an easy induction on
i. 
Corollary 4.5. Let B be a standard graded polynomial ring and I < B an ideal such that
endB/I <∞. Let f1, . . . , fm be a set of generators for I that are minimal by degree and let
K(f ;B) be the Koszul complex on the f . Then
endHi(f ;B) ≤ (endB/I + 2)(i+ 1)− 2.
If tB1 (I) ≤ endB/I + 1 then
endHi(f ;B) ≤ (endB/I + 1)(i+ 1)− 1.
Proof. Let d be the maximum of the degrees of the fi; Lemma 2.1 shows that d ≤ endB/I+1.
Now endHnI (Ki) ≤ di− n ≤ (endB/I + 1)− n for 0 ≤ i ≤ m and is −∞ otherwise. The
result follows from Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.4. 
Remark 4.6. The first part of this corollary appears in [5, Proposition 3.3], with an ele-
mentary proof.
In the context of Derksen’s conjecture, we can calculate TorSi (B, k) by using the Koszul
complex K(x;S) to resolve k over S, then tensoring with B to obtain K(f ;B). Thus
tSi (B) = endHi(f ;B), and Theorem 1.2 follows from Corollary 4.5.
5. The Change of Rings Spectral Sequence
Let f : A→ B be a homomorphism of k-algebras and let I = f(A+)B < B.
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The change of rings spectral sequence E2p,q = Tor
B
p (Tor
A
q (B, k), k)⇒ Tor
A
p+q(k, k) has the
following form.
k ⊗B Tor
A
2
(B, k)
k ⊗B Tor
A
1
(B, k) TorB
1
(TorA
1
(B, k), k) TorB
2
(TorA
1
(B, k), k)
ll❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
B ⊗A k Tor
B
1 (B ⊗A k, k) Tor
B
2 (B ⊗A k, k)
ll❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
TorB3 (B ⊗A k, k)
ll❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
kk❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
❲
TorB4 (B ⊗A k, k)
ll❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
❨
Filtering theB in TorAq (B, k) by degree, we see that endTor
B
p (Tor
A
q (B, k), k) ≤ endTor
A
q (B, k)+
endTorBp (k, k).
The end of an entry on the E2 page is bounded by the largest of the end of Hi(Tot)
corresponding to its diagonal and the ends of the E2 entries that are linked to it by a
differential on some page. Applying this to the bottom row yields
(5.1) endTorBi (B ⊗A k, k) ≤ max{{t
B
j (k) + t
A
i−j−1(B)}0≤j≤i−2, t
A
i (k)}.
From the first column we obtain
(5.2) end(k ⊗B Tor
A
i (B, k)) ≤ max{{t
A
j (B) + t
B
i−j+1(k)}0≤j≤i−1, t
A
i (k)}.
Notice that TorAi (B, k) is naturally a B/I-module and as such is generated in degrees at
most end(k ⊗B Tor
A
i (B, k)). Thus
(5.3) endTorAi (B, k) ≤ end(k ⊗B Tor
A
i (B, k)) + endB/I.
Set
Uj(f) := max{(t
B
i1
(B+)+endB/I)+· · ·+(t
B
ir(B+)+endB/I) | i1 > 0, . . . , ir > 0, i1+· · ·+ir = j}
when j > 0 and Uj(f) := −∞ for j ≤ 0.
Proposition 5.1. We have
tAi (B) ≤ max{Ui(f), {t
A
j (k) + (i− j) endB/I}0≤j≤i}+ endB/I.
Proof. By design, Uj+k(f) ≥ Uj(f) + t
B
k+1(k) + endB/I. The proof is now by induction on
i, using inequalities 5.2 and 5.3. 
If B is a polynomial ring with generators in degrees e1 ≥ e2 ≥ · · · ≥ en, then Ui(f) =
(e1+ e2+endB/I)i for n ≥ 2 and is −∞ otherwise. For convenience, we set e2 = −∞ when
n ≤ 1. When B is standard graded and n ≥ 2 this becomes Ui(f) = (2 + endB/I)i.
If A is a polynomial ring with generators in degrees d1 ≥ d2 ≥ · · · ≥ dm, we set dj =
max{dj, endB/I} for j ≤ m, dj = endB/I for j > m. Then max0≤j≤i{t
A
j (k) + (i −
j) endB/I} = d1 + · · ·+ di.
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By Lemma 2.1, there is always a subset of the generators of A that still generates I and
satisfies dj ≤ endB/I + 1 for all j. We call such a set small.
Corollary 5.2. When both A and B are polynomial rings,
tAi (B) ≤ {(e1 + e2 + endB/I)i, d1 + · · ·+ di}+ endB/I.
If B is standard graded and the generators of A map to a small set of generators for I, then
tAi (B) ≤ (endB/I + 2)(i+ 1)− 2.
Proof. This is immediate from the preceding remarks. 
Let C = f(A) ⊆ B . Suppose that the inclusion C →֒ B is split as a map of C-modules.
Then the bounds that we have obtained for tA(B) are also valid for tA(C). The first part of
Theorem 1.2 follows.
Lemma 5.3. Let X be a B/I-module that is bounded below. Then
tBi (X) ≤ t
B
0 (X) + max{t
B
i (B/I), endB/I + t
B
i−1(k)}.
Proof. Express X as the quotient of a minimal free B/I-module F and let Y be the kernel,
so we have a short exact sequence 0→ Y → F → X → 0 and tB0 (F )
∼= tB0 (X). We also have
endY ≤ endF = tB0 (F ) + endB/I.
Part of the long exact sequence for TorB(−, k) is
· · · → TorBi (B/I, k)→ Tor
B
i (X, k)→ Tor
B
i−1(Y, k)→ · · · .
We also know that endTorBi (F, k) = t
B
0 (F )+t
B
i (B/I) and endTor
B
i−1(Y, k) ≤ t
B
0 (Y )+t
B
i−1(k).
Putting all this together, we obtain the result. 
Corollary 5.4. Let A and B be polynomial rings such that B is standard graded and the
generators of A map to a small set of generators for I. If tB1 (I) ≤ endB/I + 1, then
tAi (B) ≤ (endB/I + 1)(i+ 1)− 1.
Proof. In view of inequality 5.3, it is sufficient to prove that tA0 (Tor
A
i (B, k)) ≤ (endB/I+1)i.
We do this by induction on i.
Using Lemma 5.3 with X = TorAi−1(B, k), we obtain t
B
2 (Tor
A
i−1(B, k)) ≤ t
A
0 (Tor
A
i−1(B, k))+
max{tB2 (B/I), t
B
1 (k) + endB/I}. But t
A
0 (Tor
A
i−1(B, k)) ≤ (endB/I + 1)i, by induction,
tB2 (B/I) = t
B
1 (I) ≤ endB/I + 1 and t
B
1 (k) = 1. Thus t
B
2 (Tor
A
i−1(B, k)) ≤ (endB/I + 1)i.
We can use this estimate instead of tB2 (k) + t
A
i−1(B) in inequality 5.2. For the other terms
we have tAj (B) ≤ (endB/I + 1)(j + 1) − 1, by induction, and t
B
i−j+1(k) = i − j + 1. This
leads to the required result. 
The second part of Theorem 1.2 follows.
We can also obtain bounds on tC(k).
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Theorem 5.5. Suppose that B is a standard graded polynomial ring, C is a subring and
the inclusion is split over C. Let I := C+B. Then t
C
0 (k) = 0, t
C
1 (k) ≤ endB/I + 1 and
tCi (k) ≤ (endB/I + 2)i− 2 for i ≥ 2.
If tB1 (I) ≤ endB/I + 1, then t
C
i (k) ≤ (endB/I + 1)i− 1 for i ≥ 2.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, there is a set of generators for C in degrees at most end(B/I) + 1.
Using these we form a polynomial ring A that maps onto C as in the statement of Derksen’s
Conjecture.
Since k ∼= C ⊗A k, we have t
C
i (k) = endTor
C
i (C ⊗A k, k).
We can bound the latter by applying inequality 5.1 to the map A ։ C to obtain
end tCi (k) ≤ max{{t
C
j (k) + t
A
i−j−1(C)}0≤j≤i−2, t
A
i (k)}.
But tAi (k) ≤ (endB/I + 1)i, because we can calculate this using the Koszul complex and
the degrees of the generators are bounded. Corollary 5.2 and the fact that C →֒B is split
yield tAi−j−1(C) ≤ (endB/I + 2)(i− j)− 2 or t
A
i−j−1(C) ≤ (endB/I + 1)(i− j)− 1. The rest
of the proof is a straightforward induction that is left to the reader.
When tB1 (I) ≤ endB/I + 1, we can improve the bound on the degrees of the generators
by 1 using the second part of Lemma 2.1 (our result is vacuous for dimB ≤ 1). Corollary 5.4
yields tAi−j−1(C) ≤ (endB/I + 1)(i− j)− 1 and again we finish by induction. 
Theorem 1.3 follows.
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